Recent debates concerning the possibility of representing the Holocaust focus on postwar attempts to do so, often by people who did not experience the events directly. ¹ The much-discussed works of survivors were of course produced after the liberation of the camps. Much of the existing literature on the representation of the Holocaust, dealing with retrospective reconstructions or responses, tends to concentrate on literature, poetry, film, or historiography. The special problems of photography—especially photography from the period—as a medium of representation have until recently been overlooked.

The Sonderkommando photographs, however, are so important precisely because they are not recollections. There is an urgency, an immediacy about these photographs that appears to render the whole discussion of representation problematic. In the face of full-frontal atrocity, the impulse to theorize seems almost offensive. Can one say more about these photographs than confirm Ernst Jünger’s claim from 1931 that “Already today there is hardly an event of human significance toward which the artificial eye of civilization, the photographic lens, is not directed. The result is often pictures of demoniacal precision through which humanity’s new relation to danger becomes visible in an exceptional fashion”?²

In the following pages, I argue that the Sonderkommando photographs, far from revealing the inadequacy of theoretical thought, actually demand an awareness of it, because these photographs go far beyond what Jünger had in mind in 1931. The photographs themselves are of such manifest importance that I must state at the outset that this article is only an attempt to broaden an awareness of the existence of these photographs with the aid of a theoretical vocabulary. If the
language of representation is of use, then a discussion in its terms should be a promising way to approach these photographs.  

One thing that makes these photographs so significant is that, unlike the well-known SS photographs in the so-called Lili-Jacob Album (or Auschwitz Album) or the photographs of the Warsaw Ghetto clearance, these photographs were taken by inmates of Birkenau. Specifically, they were taken by one or two members of the Sonderkommando, the special squads composed mainly of Jewish inmates but also of Russian prisoners of war who were forced to work in and around the gas-chambers and crematoria of Auschwitz, in the summer of 1944.  

Furthermore, despite some knowledge of the circumstances in which the photographs were taken, we do not know for sure who took them. In her contribution to the official publication of the Auschwitz museum, Barbara Jarosz says that the photographs were taken “by members of the Sonderkommando of crematorium V: Alex from Greece (his full name is unknown), Shlomo Dragon and his brother Josel, Alter Szmul Fajnzylberg (known in the camp as Stanislaw Jankowski), and David Szmulewski.” On the information board placed by the museum on the grounds of crematorium V in 1995, the photographs are ascribed to the Greek Jew, Alex. One should note also the testimony of Fajnzylberg, who says: “I want to emphasize once again that when these pictures were taken, all the prisoners I mentioned were present. In other words, even though the Greek Jew, Alex, was the person who pressed the shutter, one can say that the pictures were taken by all of us.” Unfortunately, in Gideon Greif’s book of interviews with surviving Sonderkommando members, we learn nothing new about the photographs, even in the interview with the Dragon brothers. All we can be sure of is that—along with the hidden Sonderkommando writings—these photographs are among the most astonishing of the various artifacts to have emerged from Auschwitz. In terms of the visual record, they are unquestionably the most important documents that we have. Photographs taken by members of the SS are today no less horrific to our eyes for the fact of their authorship, but the Sonderkommando photographs are especially harrowing, not only because of their content but also because of the extreme difficulties involved in taking them, smuggling the film out of the camp, and having them developed in Kraków.  

What I want to discuss here is precisely the status of these photographs as historical documents, their use as evidence, and the way in which the theory of representation can help the observer approach them. I want specifically to address the contradiction between one’s immediate response to the photographs—granting them their status as
irrefutable evidence—and the unease that is felt before them when they are considered as representations. The photographs offer a certain closeness to events as well as emphasize distance. This discourse of representation asserts that the medium of photography, contrary to one’s instinctive (because socially constructed) response, is not transparent: the “signifier” does not refer in an uncomplicated way to the “signified.” To claim otherwise is to succumb to an “edenic notion of the visual” in which the transformation necessary in producing “analogical and indexical signs” is obfuscated. Indeed, one critic claims that seeing the photograph “as the representation of nature itself, as an unmediated copy of the real world” and therefore as “true,” constitutes a “bourgeois folklore” that has been complicit in the history of photography as a tool in reinforcing uneven relations of power.

The feeling of unease before technological reproduction is longstanding, as old as the history of the mirror. As Jean Baudrillard suggests, “Reproduction is diabolical in its very essence; it makes something fundamental vacillate. . . . [S]imulation . . . is still and always the place of a gigantic enterprise of manipulation, of control and of death, just like the imitative object (primitive statuette, image of photo) always had as objective an operation of black magic.” On the one hand, this seems to be a promising approach; after all, we do not want to fall into the trap of seeing in the photographs privileged moments of time rescued from oblivion, making them stand metonymically for the genocide as a whole, as “Auschwitz” already does. This would give to the signifier a meaning that the signified (the very moment that is arrested) did not have. But, on the other hand, it is exactly the indexical correspondence between the signifier and the signified that gives these photographs their tremendous significance. In Roland Barthes’s terms, the denotative function is equivalent with the connotative function—that is, it is precisely what the photographs depict that gives them their meaning for us. The analogon—what is depicted—is indivisible from the way in which the social meaning is generated. Or so we would like to think.

In fact, as already suggested, this is the sort of claim dismissed by some theorists of photography. The analogon is nothing without the social and cultural conventions that permit interpretations of it. According to John Tagg, the “indexical nature of the photograph—the causative link between the pre-photographic referent and the sign—is therefore highly complex, irreversible, and can guarantee nothing at the level of meaning.” This seems logical enough, especially in light of the introduction to this article: only with some historical information surrounding the production of the photographs, combined with
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an awareness of our cultural response to mass-murder, in particular to the privileged place that Auschwitz has in our tableau of Western nadirs, can we formulate a serious response to the Sonderkommando photographs. Even to call them “the Sonderkommando photographs” as I do here gives them a meaning that is not contained in the images themselves. Were we to come to them cold, so Tagg’s argument goes, we could not know what they mean. Or, rather, our attempts at finding meaning would be vague and unfocused, being some sort of generalized response to horrific (280/281) or disorienting (282/283) images. Photographs without context carry no moral message.15

But perhaps Tagg’s claims are overstated. Suppose we did come to the photographs cold. What could be said about them? First, their startling nature emphasizes a paradox common to all photographs: the contradiction between the static signifier (the unchanging photograph one can hold in one’s hand) and the active signified. Here this paradox is emphasized because the signified, the moment in the infinite sequence of time that has been arrested and ossified, is so clearly characterized by activity.16 And not just ordinary activity: there is an attack on the senses of which we are aware but which we cannot experience, an atmosphere of violence, to put it mildly. Naked bodies lie on the ground, and behind them is the smoke from (presumably) other burning bodies. Even without knowing that these are innocent Jewish victims of genocide or that the “workers” in the photograph are destined for the same fate, the contrast between the comfortable medium of the photographs and their subject matter is unusually disquieting.

In addition to the paradoxical clash of signifier and signified, the Sonderkommando photographs highlight another attribute of photography. According to Tagg, the unconscious signified of all photographs is the presence of death.17 This attribute is especially clear in contrast to film. Christian Metz writes that film, colluding with the wishful thinking of the viewer, gives back to the dead a “fragile semblance” of life; “Photography, on the contrary, by virtue of the objective suggestions of its signifier (stillness, again) maintains the memory of the dead as being dead.”18 In photographs 280 and 281, death is not merely the unconscious signified; it is the explicit signified. But the distance of the photographer from the corpses suggests that these are no sensational, authorized news photographs such as became common during the Vietnam or the Gulf Wars. It is the very fact of the dead being dead, of a more urgent witnessing to murder, that is the point of the photograph.

This lack of aestheticization—their “messiness” or “failings” as photographs—means that it is hard to concur with Susan Sontag when she
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writes that “Even those photographs which speak so laceratingly of a specific historical moment give us vicarious possession of their subject under the aspect of a kind of eternity: the beautiful.” The all-too-evident illicit nature of photographs 280 and 281, framed as they are by a black doorway, creates a classical device for fixing the viewer’s gaze. Sontag’s sense of the beautiful is thus not entirely appropriate here, because the subjects of the photograph are not available to our vicarious possession as is, say, the boy in the famous Warsaw ghetto round-up photograph to which she refers in this context. That these two photographs are most often reproduced, most notably in the huge reproductions in the Auschwitz Museum display, with the doorway/frame removed, is usually interpreted as emphasizing the “heroic” nature of the photographer, as if taking the photographs from a hiding place was not already dangerous enough. But it is also indicative of a desire to get closer to the “thing itself,” possess it, render it amenable to the senses and cognizable in a way that the photograph will not allow.

However, it is not this unease before photographs 280 and 281 that leads curators and publishers to remove essential parts of them; it is compounded by the other two photographs. In contrast to 280 and 281, 282 and 283 are apparently accessible as “art” photographs—that is, photographs about which the viewer asks, “How did it come to be like this, or has it always been the same?” In other words, the aspect of duration that characterizes photographs 280 and 281 is one of obvious change, a frozen moment in an ongoing event, whereas 282 and 283 seemingly display a fit between the static signifier and the unchanging state signified. In contrast to the obvious sense of duration in 280 and 281, 282 and 283 are, on first glance, photographs of stillness. It is this “fit,” the fact that there is “nothing happening,” which has meant that 283 has only once been published—in a book distributed to libraries and not on open sale—and has only recently been displayed, and it accounts for the fact that most people are aware of the existence of only three Sonderkommando photographs.

However, when the latter two photographs are examined more closely, it becomes clear that this stasis is more illusory than actual. On a more careful examination, the “interest” of 282 is to be found in the bottom left-hand corner, which is why the photograph is only rarely seen as a whole, original image. The angle at which the naked Jewish women, some sitting, some walking out of the path of the lens, have been captured as they spend their last moments alive in the forest outside gas chamber and crematorium V, perhaps reveals that this is a genuine snapshot, literally shot from the hip. The ordinary association of the snapshot with casualness, with its suggestions of voyeurism, not
only contrasts terrifyingly with the content of the photograph but also make us question the nature of our own looking. And beside it there is 283, its nothingness made all the more profound by virtue of the other photographs; what lies behind those black depths is both unknown and, thanks to the other three photographs, only too imaginable. Its nothingness, in fact, is the very condition of its importance, the sign of our “luck” in having the image of the women in 282, for clearly the cameraman had no time to aim. And, ultimately, what “better” image to come out of the concentration camps than absence, impossibility, black, a space informed not by human consciousness but by the unconscious?23

These photographs, then, do not permit comfortable reflection. For Barthes, the photograph is divisible into two aspects, the studium and the punctum. The studium is the quality that permits one to be interested in the photograph; it “doesn’t mean, at least not immediately, ‘study,’ but application to a thing, taste for someone, a kind of general, enthusiastic commitment, of course, but without special acuity. It is by studium that I am interested in so many photographs, whether I receive them as political testimony or enjoy them as good historical scenes.” The punctum, by contrast, is that which disturbs the studium. “This time it is not I who seek it out (as I invest the field of the studium with my sovereign consciousness), it is this element which rises from the scene, shoots out of it like an arrow, and pierces me. . . . A photograph’s punctum is that accident which pricks me (but also bruises me, is poignant to me).”24 The functions of the studium, so Barthes says, include “to inform, to represent, to surprise, to cause to signify, to provoke desire.” And he says that recognizing these functions is the role of studium; but the studium’s investment, he expressly states, “is never my delight or my pain.”25

What is so striking about the Sonderkommando photographs is that this dichotomy of studium and punctum cannot be maintained. Indeed, the studium is the punctum. What interests us is what pierces us (though, in the case of 282, this is not an immediate occurrence). There is nothing that can be examined in a moment of quiet reflection, because everything is always and all at once bursting out of the photograph, carving a path of terror through our senses. There is no casual or peaceful response to such photographs.

The disruptive quality of these photographs is evident in the way in which they throw into confusion another well-known platitude about photography. I use the word “platitude” deliberately, for it is just this platitudeous aspect of the photograph that is here called into question. Writers on photography since Siegfried Kracauer have pointed to
the relationship between photography and historicism, the fact that they emerged at the same time being no coincidence. Historicists believe

that they can grasp historical reality by reconstructing the course of events in their temporal succession without any gaps. Photography provides a spatial continuum; historicism seeks to provide the temporal continuum. . . . Historicism is concerned with the photography of time. The equivalent of its temporal photography would be a giant film depicting the temporally interconnected events from every vantage point.26

Eduardo Cadava has recently made the same point in explaining how Walter Benjamin thinks about the philosophy of history in terms of photography. The “Medusa effect”—“the capacity to arrest or immobilize historical movement, or isolate the detail of an event from the continuum of history”27—is a characteristic shared by photography and historicism. The photograph, then, is a flat death, a platitude corresponding to the homogeneous, empty time of historicism.28

The Sonderkommando photographs are presumably no exception to this rule. And yet, do they not fit the description of the revolutionary moment that Benjamin believes could arrest the linear time of historicism? Since they were not taken with a view to objectification—in which “one can tell that the object photographed was seen by an insensitive and invulnerable eye”29—are they not precisely embodiments of the Jetztzeit (“now-time”), a “messianic cessation of happening”30 that invades the present, filling it? They are moments of shock, flashes that—while conforming to the law saying that photography ossifies a moment in time—refuse to be fitted into a linear history but “blast open the continuum of history.”31

In the context of the Sonderkommando photographs, theory helps us understand why we can talk of the photographs as imprints of reality at the same time as we acknowledge that the photographic process always occults reality, producing something other than the thing it shows. This is in no way to revert to notions popularized by L. J. M. Daguerre and responsible for the success of photography—the claim that the daguerrotype is “not merely an instrument which serves to draw nature . . . [but also] gives her the power to reproduce herself,” or indeed (in Edgar Allan Poe’s formulation) better than nature itself, “a more absolute truth, more perfect identity of aspect with the thing represented.”32 We have already seen such claims dismissed as being bourgeois desires of power. But Tagg, too, overstates his case when he asserts that “there cannot be found any ontological or semiological
basis for the privileging of photography as a means of representation which renders a direct transcription of the real” simply because the photograph is the result of a fluke of physics and chemistry. He is, of course, correct to state that photographic authority derives not from the “alleged intrinsic nature of the photographic process” but from “the operation of certain privileged apparatuses within the given social formation” (for example, scientific establishments, government departments, police and law records). Nevertheless, the photograph cannot be reduced to the procedure that created it, nor discussed solely in terms of the authority with which it is endowed by privileged agencies. That is indeed an interesting chapter in the history of these particular photographs, as with other famous or influential photographs. Yet one glance at the Sonderkommando photographs and we know that here is something which, in itself, makes extremely difficult demands on the viewer.

Photographs, Tagg says, are not magical emanations but the material products of a material apparatus set to work for specific purposes. And yet, one cannot help thinking, if Auschwitz was the realization of hell, then are not these photographs epiphanic manifestations (negative ones, to be sure, as befits hell) of this (un)reality? Such a claim is now inseparable from our knowledge of what these photographs are—to this extent Tagg is correct—and our insistence on their evidential role. The failure of 283 to play an evidential role proves this point. But even a claim by a Holocaust denier—taking advantage of the fact that the evidential weight a photograph enjoys is socially granted—to the effect that the photographs do not depict a scene of the Holocaust but something (anything) else, would not stand up, because, holding them in our hands, or seeing them displayed, the visceral impact of these photographs is truly frightening. It is this fact that bespeaks the presence—if not of a trace of Nature, an image devoid of any rhetoric—of a moment of light captured from the past, what Andrea Liss calls “translucent mimesis.”

Surely it is going too far to claim, with Tagg, that outside of their history the existential essence of photographs is empty. Does the indexical nature of the photograph only exist by virtue of a knowledge of its history? Does Tagg, in confronting Barthes, not conflate “existential absolutes” with a mere static confirmation that something happened? The very angle at which 282 was taken, with the human subjects squashed into the corner of the frame, the very fact that 283 is virtually blank with darkness—these are aspects of the photographs that, when seen next to 280 and 281, are unnerving, and not only because of their evidential or connotative functions. This disagreement with Tagg cer-
tainly lies in the fact that he scoffingly dismisses the attachments people can have to depictions that are the end result of a chemical process, as if that fact alone should prevent any emotional attachment with photographs. But perhaps the disagreement is also a result of the fact that Tagg is thinking of individual photographs, whereas what we have before us here is a sequence, a basic narrative of the genocide of the Jews that exists even without textual help. Individually, these photographs are far more difficult to read, but together they offer to the viewer a basic form of understanding.

The fact remains that these photographs cannot be treated as exceptions to the rule of representation just because of the importance of their subject matter or because they form a sequence. As Edith Wyschogrod notes, “the photographic image requires narrative orchestration if its meaning is to emerge and narratives differ in the claims they make about their referents.” The indexical nature of the photographs is not separable from the “technical, cultural and historical process[es] . . . [that] produce a new reality,” nor can the punctum be split from the studium. But is not the visceral impact of these photographs precisely their meaning?

At the Auschwitz Museum, this last question is answered with a resounding “yes.” The photographs are displayed with only one thing in mind: shock. The absence of historical information or any other connotation regarding the photographs in the old permanent display in the Auschwitz I Stammlager (due to be changed in the future) is so striking that it has been called the “pornography of violence.” Apart from the fact that the visitor is seeing them in Auschwitz, there is nothing to indicate why these photographs are important—but anyone who sees them knows, even the most poorly informed. Photograph 283 is a problem for this desire to shock, as is 282, which is why the former is not displayed and the latter cut and only the left-hand corner blown up and shown. The removal of the frames from 280 and 281 indicates the same attitude toward the role of these images in the exhibition. But, again, what this shows is that to a large extent meaning is socially constructed—the shudder we experience on viewing them in Auschwitz is borne of our knowledge of where we are and what they are—as well as being proof of the intrinsic power of the photographs to shock. In other words, it shows the blurred and overlapping nature of their indexical and constructed meanings.

This shock, revealing that the photographs have a power beyond that which is given to them by the guardians of Holocaust memory, also explains why so little has been said about them. Sontag says,
Photographs can and do distress. But the aestheticizing tendency of photography is such that the medium which conveys distress ends by neutralising it... Photography's realism creates a confusion about the real which is (in the long run) analgesic morally as well as (both in the long and in the short run) sensorially stimulating. How long is the long run? Fifty years? In that time, the (cut-up) photographs have certainly become familiar. Have they also deadened us to the violence, dulled our senses in the over-exposure to them that we have received? Has the visible, as Cornelia Brink puts it, made us blind? Or do the photographs themselves, by virtue of the paradox of the medium, mean that this anaesthetic effect (to continue Sontag's medical metaphor) is inevitable, that "The feeling of being exempt from calamity stimulates interest in looking at painful pictures, and looking at them suggests and strengthens the feeling that one is exempt"? Does the very obsession—so compellingly identified by Benjamin—"to bring things closer to us"—end by negating the closeness, preventing us from confronting the horror of what we are seeing?

A note smuggled out of the camp by the political prisoners Józef Cyrankiewicz and Stanisław Kłodziński on September 4, 1944, is instructive in this regard:

Urgent. Send two iron reels of film (2 1/2 x 3 1/2 in.) as soon as possible. It is possible to take pictures. We send you photographs from Birkenau—people who have been gassed. The photograph shows a heap of bodies piled outdoors. Bodies were burned outdoors when the crematorium could not keep pace with the number of bodies to be burned. In the foreground are bodies ready to be thrown on the heap. Another photograph shows one of the places in the forest where people were told to undress, allegedly for a bath, but in fact before being driven to the gas chambers. Send a reel as soon as possible. Send the enclosed photographs to Tell.

Reading this, it is possible to sense something of the urgency and desperation of the time it was written. Yet its description forbids as well as beckons us to approach the reality of genocide. It bespeaks the desire to bring the reader closer while it makes plain the ultimate inability to do so. But this fact does not necessarily mean that one becomes inured to the horror; indeed, awareness of the contradictory feelings of closeness and distance is itself confirmation of the enduring power of these words and the photographs to which they refer. If the language of representation, challenging as it does our easy dependence on simply determined notions of mimesis, has a benefit, it is to
make us realize that, with the Sonderkommando photographs, just when we think we are closest to the actuality of genocide, standing on the edge of a mass grave, we are farther away than ever.
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